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“Thou wilt shew me the path of life: in thy presence is fulness of joy; at thy right 
hand there are pleasures for evermore.” Psalm 16:11 KJV
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All  rights  reserved.  Written  permission  must  be  secured  from  the 
author to use or reproduce any part of this book (including the P.R.A.Y. 
(™) acrostic), except for brief quotations in critical reviews or articles.

PRAY: Pray, Read/wRite, Ask and You (™): is a journaling method I 
developed for our home and journals I create. 

Disclaimer
The  information  in  this  book  is  based  on  the  author's  opinions, 
knowledge,  and  experiences.  The publisher  and author  will  not  be 
held liable for the use or misuse of the information contained herein.

Disclosure
This book may contain affiliate links. If you click through an affiliate 
link to a third-party website and make a purchase, the authors may 
receive a small commission.

eBook cover created by Kim Sorgius – www.notconsumed.com

All scripture quoted is taken from King James Version of the Bible 
available on the Public Domain.
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P.R.A.Y.

Reading our Bible is important. It is also important to take time 
to meditate on the words you have read, and identify how to 
apply that scripture to your heart. P.R.A.Y. ™ is an easy way to 
do this and will keep your mind awake and refreshed as you 
read through the Bible every day and when working through 
your prayers. 

This is how it works:

P-Pray: Pray for God to open your heart to the message He 
has for you. 

R-Read/wRite: Please read all of the chapter that the scripture is 
included in.  This  will  help  you gain  proper  perspective  of  the  text. 
Then, wRite down the scripture (I have included the scripture in each 
section and at the end of the journal.) 

A- Ask:  Ask God for complete clarity regarding the scripture. 
Write down the message of the scripture.

Y-You: Now, write down how you are going to apply about this 
scripture to YOUR life.

P.R.A.Y. With this acrostic is ™ by Rebecca H Brandt – Mom's Mustard Seeds
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Finding Real Joy

It's the time of year when everything is decorated and music is blasting through 
every  store  promising  joy.  Joy  is  promised  everywhere:  newspaper 
advertisements, on the front of magazines and in any other form of media you 
watch, read, or listen to. 

Some stores start in July, others wait until September, but by October, everyone 
is rocking to the beat of the Christmas tree season.

And we all think that is real joy.

Have you ever had a year when you were able to find and purchase the gift that 
is at the top of your loved one's list? You are excited because you want to give 
something to that person you know they want and will love. You can't wait to see 
the joy on their face, the laughter in their eyes and the sound of their voice when 
they can't quite seem to find the words to thank you enough for giving them that  
one thing they knew would find them joy.

When the moment  comes for  you to  give them the gift,  you are  giddy with 
excitement. You just can't wait for them to open it. As they open the gift and see 
the  present,  they  are  overwhelmed  and  the  moment  is  as  special  as  you 
imagined it would be. It  is so special, you think you can hear angels singing 
because there is so much joy in that moment. You have given that one thing – 
that perfect thing that would make someone happy and fill them with joy.

A few months later, that perfect gift that gave so much joy is no longer the end 
all be all of joy. As a matter of fact, it hasn't been played with, worn, listened to  
or even thought about for weeks or even months. After the new-ness wore off, it 
was no longer that prize possession and definitely no longer the item that would 
bring the joy the recipient imagined it would.

That's when reality hits. You (we) are chasing a joy that is fleeting. Our loved 
ones are doing the same and the rat race that this world is racing seems to have 
everyone running for the same prize (or joy) found in things, people, vacations, 
money,  page views,  home runs,  touch downs,  goals,  pirouettes,  and the list 
goes on and on. These things, these moments, they are temporary. They are the 
things  we  are  warned  about  in  Matthew  6:19:  “Lay  not  up  for  yourselves 
treasures upon earth,  where moth and rust  doth corrupt,  and where thieves 
break through and steal.”
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Joy,  everyone is looking for  it,  but they really don't  know what it  is they are 
looking for because they are looking in the wrong place.

Joy, as defined by Noah Webster American Dictionary of the English Language is:  “The 
passion  or  emotion  excited  by  the  acquision  or  expectation  of  good,  that 
excitement of pleasurable feelings which is caused by success, good fortune, 
the gratification of desire or some good possessed, or by a rational prospect of  
possessing what we love or desire; gladness; exultation, exhilaration of spirits.”

Joy may be a feeling (as explained in Webster's dictionary) or it could be a state 
in which we live, not based on our circumstances or our feelings.

In this world, we live in a physical and spiritual state. Even a person who does 
not believe in Christ lives in a world that is physical and spiritual.  As Christians, 
we are called to live in the physical world, while living for the Spiritual. That calls 
us to base our lives and our days on the Spiritual world rather than the physical. 
The physical world too easily can pull us into the realm of the one who desires 
to pull us from Christ.

That world, that way of living for self, gaining more to find joy and seeking those 
things  that  can  rust  and  moths  can  eat  –  is  the  world  that  keeps  us  from 
experiencing real joy.

It's the world of seeking a flesh of  perfection.  The perfect  wife, mom, sister, 
friend – you fill in the position after 'perfect' and that's where you'll find the joy of  
your life being sucked right out of you.

You see, sweet Mom, we are not sent here to be perfect wives. We are not sent 
here to be perfect  Moms.  Yes,  we are called to be perfect  as our Father is 
perfect, but not for our glory or for anything we are able to attain on this earth.

We are called to be perfect for His glory: for the glory of the Father and that of 
the Son. 

His perfection was shown daily in the way He served and never hid the truth of 
who He was, is and will be. He was and is the Alpha and the Omega. He never 
shirked truth or put it aside. No, He never did that because that would never 
bring glory to the Father.
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His life of perfection was a life lived by serving.

And that, that is where you will find your real joy. That is what it is all about.  
From the moment you surrendered your life to Him, you began your part of the 
journey of living a life in service to Him for His glory.

Finding Real Joy – that is what we all want. So, let's stop looking in all of the 
wrong places. Let's seek it in His word. Let's seek Real Joy on our knees in 
prayer. Let's seek Real Joy while serving Him through serving others.

Let's make this the best Christmas ever by remembering the perfect gift  has 
already been given and now, we need to share it with everyone. It's too beautiful  
to hide it, too exciting to cover it up and definitely too bright to hide it under a 
bowl.

Through the next few pages, I am going to share several of the verses in the 
Bible about joy. I want you to taste the joy in the verses and seek the Holy Spirit 
to guide you and give you that real joy. Remember, read the verses surrounding 
those I have selected for you.

So, let's start – Finding Real Joy.....
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How should I offer all things to God?
1 Chronicles 29:9 

Pray: 

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Are my actions the only ones that bring joy?
1 Chronicles 29:17b

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Where do I experience the fullness of joy?
Psalm 16:11

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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When going through a hard time, can I expect joy?
Psalm 30:5

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Where does exceeding joy come from?
Psalm 43:4

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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What restores my joy?
Psalm 51:12

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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When days are hard, what will reap my joy?
Psalm 126:5

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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How can I help others experience joy?
Proverbs 12:20

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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How can I share joy?
Proverbs 15:23

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Who gives me joy?
Ecclesiastes 2:26

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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If I were to lose all, do I know my joy will be increased
Isaiah 29:19

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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When the world around me is filled with sin, can there be joy?
Isaiah 51:11

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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If I lose everything can I experience joy?
Habakuk 3:18

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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What experiences bring exceeding great joy?
Matthew 2:10

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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How can I experience joy during the days of motherhood?
Matthew 25:21

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Have I truly experienced this great joy?
        Matthew 28:8

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Who can experience great joy?
      Luke 2:10

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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I sin daily and sometimes fail to recognize it. 
Is there hope for joy when I repent and turn back to God??

      Luke 15:10
Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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How can joy remain in me and be full?
    John 15:11

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Have I truly experienced this great joy?
Matthew 28:8

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Do I have assurance that my prayers will bring joy?
John 16:24

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Whose joy should I seek to received?
John 17:13

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Who will fill me with joy?
Romans 15:13

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Can my mind be filled with joy based on what I read?
1 John 1:4

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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Do I have assurance that my prayers will bring joy?
John 16:24

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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As a Mother, what will bring me the greatest joy?
3 John 1:4

Pray:

Read/wRite:

Ask:

You:
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